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introduction

many agricultural communities have developed in utah since the

first settlement but many no longer exist today some of these early

communities experienced a boom and bust while others struggled for

several years and were eventually abandoned johns valley is a good

example of these historic communities as it experienced rapid growth

and times of success and prosperity yet it struggled and was

eventually abandoned

the situation in johns valley from its early settlement to its
demise demonstrates the hope of the people who settled there and their

efforts to make johns valley a productive and successful area history

also shows the growth of the area and the development of communities

with schools churches businesses and other institutionsasinstitutions as was the

case with most historic agricultural communities of utah despite the

hope and hard work these agricultural communities could not overcome

the environment or other factors that led to their demise

dry farming was the main source of economic activity in johns

valley and farmers had to rely upon adequate precipitation for crop

growth dry farming is a technique often practiced in drier climates

where irrigation is not readily available such areas do not have

adequate precipitation in a single year but in consecutive years there

1
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is often sufficient moisture for crop production the main objective

in dry farming is to maintain the soil in such a way that the soil will

absorb and retain as much water as possible the primary technique of

dry farming is to allow the soil to remain fallow every other year

this practice allows the soil to store up water for two years so that

there will be sufficient water for one year of crops

regardless of the hope and efforts of the farmers in johns valley

they too could not overcome the environment annual precipitation was

often insufficient for dry farming in johns valley also the erratic

nature of the precipitation added to the downfall of farming activity

in the valley as adequate precipitation could not be relied upon from

year to year or from month to month additionally with johns valley

being located 7500 feet above mean sea level the growing season was

often too short to adequately allow crops to mature and produce a good

yield other factors perhaps added to the discouragement of the people

of johns valley but the insufficient and erratic nature of the

precipitation coupled with the short growing season were major

factors in the abandonment of the area the people of the valley voted

the leave the area and sell their land and farms to the federal
government

2
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establiestable shed

historical agricultural communities OF UTAH

during the early settlement of utah most towns were established

around agricultural activities some also developed around mining and

railroad functions but not all these towns continue to exist today

it is easy to understand why mining and railroad towns developed and

why they were abandoned but for agricultural towns they were not all

established for the same reason nor were they abandoned for the same

reason

WHY agricultural communities WERE SETTLED

one of the most direct and most common reason for settlement of

many agricultural communities in utah was the call by leaders of the

church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday the call was a request by

church leaders for several families to settle a new area eugene E

campbell stated that these calls were received as revelations from

god and even in some cases they were even designated as missions

poll 1978 these calls were a part of the mormon expansion and were

made from the time the mormon pioneers first settled in the great salt

lake valley until utah became a state in 1896

another important factor in the settlement of agricultural

communities was the desire of the great american dream the

3
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opportunity to have freedom and equality As jacob barney settled in a

new area of southern utah he stated many people went there with

the hope of the chance to make a better living for themselves

ford 1971 thus it was the desire of many to obtain their own land

and develop it as they wished hoping to have success and provide a

more comfortable life for themselves and their families

the government was also helpful in developing the uninhabited

lands of the west through the homestead act of 1862 this act provided

people the opportunity to obtain up to 160 acres of free or inexpensive

land to obtain this land one had to be the head of a familyamily at

least 21 years of age and a citizen of the united states also to

obtain the land free this individual had to live on the land and

cultivate it for at least five years or they could pay 1.25125 per acre

in 1909 this act was changed to the enlarged homestead act this

change made it possible for an individual to obtain 320 acres of land

under the same conditions again the act was modified in 1916 with

the stockraisingstock actraising this new addition allowed one to obtain up to

640 acres of land to graze livestock often though this law was

abused as farmers would obtain the land and grow fields of grain on

part or all of the land finally in 1934 with the taylor grazing

act homesteading was discontinued except in alaska and the

remaining public lands were maintained by the government

in 1877 the government also established the desert land act

this act allowed an individual the opportunity to obtain an unlimited

amount of land at the cost of 1.25125 per acre if they would irrigate it
within three years after filingllingaling hibbard 1965 due to misuse the

f
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act was changed in 1891 to where one could only obtain 320 acres in

1894 the carey act again changed the desert land act by granting land

to specificspecifspecia states utah being one of them with the charge for each

state to direct the settlement irrigation and cultivation of the

land with the reclamation act of 1902 government took charge in

reclaiming the land and no longer provided land for private use under

the desert land acts

WHY historical agricultural communities FAILED

over eighty agriculture communities in utah failed from the time

the first pioneers came into utah until the early 1900s see map 1

many were established asetsats part of the mormon expansion while others

developed as a result of that great american dream the reason for

their failure though is diverse each area of development had

problems such as flooding poor soils lack of water too short of a

growing season isolation and transportation difficulties insufficient

forage for livestock indians troubles and perhaps more examples of

such problems occurred when several agriculture communities settled
along rivers to use the water for irrigation too many times though

the rivers would flood as a result of spring runoffrun oroff more

particularly flashfloodsflash thisfloods was the case with many of the

communities that tried to settle along the virgin river in washington

county or the towns along the fremont river in wayne county

conversely several small areas were settled in mi nardhard county under

the desert land act that despite years of hard work failed because

there just was not enough water to develop the land other examples

ic for

for
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can be shown for each area and each town for each settlement had its
own reasons for being settled and its own reasons that caused the

people to abandon the area

johns valley developed on its own it was not a part of the mormon

expansion but people came into johns valley with the hope of making a

better living As with most historic agricultural communities johns

valley had its own unique problems that caused it to fail most unique

about its demise was the way it ended that is the people took a vote

to abandon the area their farms and their houses they voted to have

the federal government buy up their property and help them resettle
somewhere else

for for

7
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vallevalie

south

direction about twentyonetwenty milesone from the pansaugunt plateau at the

south the valley gently slopes northward with a grade of less than

onehalfone ofhalf a percent to were it narrows into black canyon the

valleys narrowest area at the upper end of the valley to the south

the valleyvailey is only one and onehalfone tohalf two miles wide as it narrows

between flake mountain on the east and the pink cliffs to the west

the rest of the valley is five to six miles wide

johns valley is bound on the east by the escalante mountains

which rise over 10000 feet and one peak barney top is 10450 feet

above sea level on the west the valley is bound by the sevier

plateau and has its highest peak mount dutton at 11036 feet from

the base of these mountains the valley floor gently slopes toward the

center of the valley at the east fork river at a one to two percent

grade at the southern end of the valley north of flake mountain the

valley slopes at a two percent grade from the sevier plateau while the

slope is only one percent from the escalante mountains As the valley

extends northward the degree of slope reverses with the slope from

8

description OF JOHNS VALLEY

johns valley is located in garfield county just north of bryce

canyon national park see map 2 the valleys elevation averages

7500 feet above mean sea level the valley extends in a north

Y
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the sevier plateau being one percent while the slope from the

escalante mountains increases to two percent

east fork sevier river commonly referred to as just east fork

flows the entire length of johns valley the river has its headwaters

on the pansaugunt plateau and flows northward through johns valley and

black canyon and eventually joins the sevier river near the location of

plute reservoir at the southern end of johns valley east fork flows

at the base of flake mountain it continues flowing through the middle

of johns valley in a northnortheastnorth directionnortheast near the south end of

the valley the river flows along the base of the black ridge of the

escalante mountains and into black canyon

various tributary streams most intermittent flow into east fork

from the sevier plateau and the escalante mountains some of the main

streams that flow off the sevier plateau include mud spring creek hunt

creek rocky creek cottonwood creek and deer creek those flowing

from the escalante mountains include clay creek south creek

sweetwater creek birch creek horse creek and ranch creek

the vegetation in johns valley today consists mainly of grasses

and brush such as june grass indian ricegrassric cheategrass grass blue

bunchgrassbunch drylandgrass sedge bitterbrushbitter rabbitbrushrabbitbrush sagebrushbrush

shadscaleshad andscale russian thistle with an occasional juniper tree along

the foothills of the sevier plateau and the escalante mountains more

juniper are found along with gambel oak chokecherry serviceberry

and pinyon pine trees at higher elevations in the mountains

ponderosa pine yellow pine douglas fir and some aspen are found

soils of the valley consist of mollisolsmolli andsols entisolsentis mollisolsMolliols

10
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are often dark in color and contain a thick humus layer the humus

layer which is made up of dead and decaying plant and animal matter

provides a natural fertilizer and helps in seed germination and plant

growth mollisolsMolli thereforesols are considered the most productive and

best developed soils entisolsEntis onols the other are the least developed

of all soils they are found in various shades and colors and occur

near rivers and streams and along the foothills on alluvial fans

the climate of johns valley is a steppe bsk climate which is

semiaridsemi andarid has cold winters the annual average temperature is

4390f439f see table 1 the summers are warm with july being the

warmest month averaging 6470f647f the extreme high temperature of 920f92f
occurred in july of 1931 the winters are quite cold as the

temperatures of december january and february all average below

freezing at 250f25 2310f231fOOF and 274f2740f respectively each year

temperatures drop below OOF0f during these winter months with an extreme

of 22f220f in january of 1933

annual precipitation of johns valley averages 10.5310531053 inches see

table 1 most months average less than one inch of precipitation

with june being the driest month averaging 0.39039039 inch july august

and september all average more than one inch with july being the

wettest month averaging 1.65165 inches the extreme high precipitation

month was august of 1924 when 4.06406406 inches fell there are several

months where no precipitation fell and several more where only a trace

of precipitation has been recorded see appendix

with utah and johns valley being located in the mid latitudes

precipitation from late fall to spring is dominated by fronts and low

11
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TABLE 1 monthly precipitation averages and monthly temperature
averages for widtsoeWidt 1914soe 1935 with other climatological facts

MONTH

JAN
FEB
MAR

APR
MAY

JUN
JUL
AUG

SEP
OCT
NOV

DEC

YEAR

precipitation

0700.70070110.7011

0870.87087110.8711087
0670.67067110.671106791

27

0750.75075110.7511075

40

0.61061061110.6111ogi
39

0390.39039110.3911

90

1.65165165111.6511

1.51151151111.511115191

64

1.19119

70

0880.8808810.881
0.62062

45

0.69069069110.6911ogg

30

1053

temperature

23.1231231
274027.40
329032.90
39939.9
48748.7
58358.3
64764.7
629062.906290
54354.3
45345.3
37237.2
25025.0

439043.904390

extreme high temperature 920f92f july 1931
extreme low temperature 22f220f january 1933

hottest month july at 6470f647f
coldest month january at 2310f231f
frost free season june 8 to september 11 a total of 95 days

extreme month of precipitation 4064.06406114.0611 august 1925

wettest month july at 1.65165
driest month june at 0390.39039110.3911

12

23 10

32 90

48 70
58 30

62 90
54 30

37 20
25 00

43 90

165

ilg

399
487
583
647

453
372
250

039
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pressure cells moving across the area from the west in summercummerdummer

precipitation results from convective thunderstorm activity As the

sun heats the surface of the earth the earth in turn heats the air

directly above the surface and thermals develop the thermals often

rise and develop in moist air that has moved into the area from the

gulf of california and the gulf of mexico often this moist air does

not invade southcentralsouth utahcentral johns valley area until early july

thus during the transition of frontal and low pressure activity to

thunderstorm activity johns valley has frequent dry spells which is

one of the reasons the area was eventually abandoned

13
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2mostosl

HISTORY OF JOHNS VALLEY

johns valley was used for some time during the mid to late 1800 s

for the grazing of cattle and sheep it had several miles of open

grassland with a river east fork that flowed throughout the year

there were also several streams that flowed from the nearby mountains

into east fork the area was an ideal place to graze livestock

EARLY settlement

johns valley1valleylvalleys was first occupied in may of 1875 though the area

was often used for summer grazing of cattle and sheep isaac riddle is

credited for being the first to occupy the valley jenson 1941 2 he

came into johns valley from beaver utah with eighteen head of cattle
and thirty horses he stated the area contained abundant water and

ljohnstjohnsstjohns valley has not always been known as johns valley it was
once called emery valley and one reference called it the panguitchpanquitchPan
pasture

gultchquitch
it is not known when it became commonly known as johns

valley or for whom it gets its name in the book johns valley the
way we saw it the authors state that several individuals with the name
of john were important in the valley and could have had the valley
named after them

ost books or papers that discuss johns valley and its early
history give credit to isaac riddle as the first to occupy the valley
it should be noted that other men grazed cattle in the valley but they
did not build permanent structures ie a cabin and corrals as riddle
did

14
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3theathe

natural meadow ford 1971 3 riddle built a small cabin and several

corrals at the mouth of sweetwater canyon known today as escalante

canyon along sweetwater creek see map 2 page 9 the creek had

plenty of water for personal use and for use in watering livestock

after a successful summer of grazing his animals he returned them to

beaver the following summer he again returned to johns valley

bringing more livestock riddle used johns valley as a summer range

for many years bringing his animals into the valley during late spring

and returning them to lower range at the end of the summer in 1890

isaac riddle relocated his ranch fiveivelve miles north of sweetwater creek

along ranch creek here he built another cabin more corrals and a

small dairy water from a nearby springfedspring streamfed was diverted to

provide the dairy with cold water

in 1902 jedediah adair brought his family from tropic utah into

johns valley he stated that the area contained a beautiful open

valley with hundreds of acres of farm land there was a green meadow

in the mouth of a canyon that was called sweetwater with a spring of

clear water running out to the pasture ford 1971 he and his family

settled along sweetwater creek near the mouth of sweetwater canyon

jedediah adair quickly filed for 320 acres of land through the

homestead act while his wife julia filed for an additional 40 acres

of adjacent land through the desert entry act thus the adairsadaire had

obtained 360 acres of land which spread out into johns valley from the

mouth of sweetwater canyon as well as stretching up into the canyon

the book johns valley the way we saw it is a compilation by
audrie cuyler ford and mabel woodward nielsen of the personal histories
of 81 individuals who lived in johns valley

15
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I11 n

jedediah adair not only grazed livestock but successfully

cultivated and harvested grain his first year in johns valley also

during this summer his wife julia and her children successfully

cultivated a vegetable garden as a few vegetables were raised by

using water of sweetwater for irrigation purposes jenson 1941 with

the success that the adairsadaire had people began realizing that johns

valley had agricultural potential and began coming into the valley

though many had come into johns valley no one had established a

permanent home in the valley by living their throughout the entire

year in august of 1908 horace ephraim zabriskie moved his family and

his sawmill from kingston utah into johns valley he obtained 320

acres of land at 1.25125 per acre under the homestead act zabriskie

set up his sawmill near east fork and at the base of flake mountain at

a place known as flake bottom about eight miles southwest of the

adairs original settlement here he and his family lived throughout

the entire year thus horace ephraim zabriskie was the first to

winter11winter in johns valley carr 1972 4

with the success of zabriskie in surviving the winter others also

began to stay throughout the winter it was not long until two small

settlements were maintained all year one along sweetwater creek

known as adairsville and one along ranch creek known as mahonri 5

most4most books credit horace ephraim zabriskie as being the first to
stay throughout the winter in johns valley there is one reference
though that indicates charles W snyder was the first to winter in
johns valley

adairsville was later renamed winder which in turn was renamed
widtsoe see the section on development of widtsoeWidt mahonrisoe was later
renamed henderson see the section on development of henderson

16
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REASONS FOR SETTLING IN JOHNS VALLEY

there is no one single reason why people came to johns valley

early ranchers knew it was an ideal place for summer grazing of

livestock as the valley offered plenty of water and forage perhaps

the first factor that encouraged people to settle in johns valley was

the success that jedediah adair had in growing grain for it was not

until adairs success that people began coming into the valley to farm

during the summers

another reason people came to johns valley was a result of the

positive reports that came from the valley for example on his first
trip to johns valley john S baler said the valley contained

wonderful meadows of tall bluegrass

cold
pure and clear it was a veritable garden of eden ford
1971

tlethe panguitchpangultchpan progressguLtch stated in their 20 june 1913 issue that johns

valley was a 11 very healthy place one of the most so in the state

it is a growing place improving all the time

perhaps a more important reason in bringing people into johns

valley was that desire to own ones own landianda a part of the great

american dream many came to johns valley to farm or graze livestock

and were able to obtain large tracts of land through the homestead

acts jacob barney best describes this situation when he stated

our family joined in the movement to settle johns valley
during the height of the johns valley fever when many

people went there with the hope of getting a large tract of
land and the chance to make a better living for themselves

ford 1971
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the establishment of towns in johns valley was an additional

influence in bringing inhabitants to the valley with the organization

of the towns supplies schools churches and other functions became

readily available it was during the height of the johns valley

fever that these towns were established

perhaps a final reason for the settlement of johns valley resulted

from what was occurring at the time much of the prime agriculture

land had already been developed and attempts at developing marginal

land such as johns valley were being made also during the 1910s

and 1920s19201s farm families no longer were subsistence farmers but

earned money from selling their crops thus as families came to johns

valley they obtained large tracts of land in an attempt to sell crops

and make a living for themselves

EARLY development IN JOHNS VALLEY

most new settlers to johns valley came from nearby communities of

southern utah such as beaver junction antimony and tropictropicptropics while

others came from various parts of the state many still came just for

the summer while others stayed throughout the year

development of widtsoeWidt bysoe 1910 several people had come into

johns valley by this time jedediah adair recognized the need for an

organized town to help in the cause his wife julia donated 40

acres of her land toward the development of a town on 19 september

1910 the board of county commissioners of garfield county approved the

official map of this new town previously known as adairsville now

known as winder the town was named in honor of john R winder a

18
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proaprogress

member of the first presidency of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints this official map was plat A of the winder town surveySurve

which

yr

contained 36 lots and streets 5 rods in width ford 1971

now that the town was surveyed and people were staying year

round winder soon became an established community in southern utah

within a year the united states postal service granted a post office

at winder utah on 25 september 1911 prior to this time mail was

sent to coyote antimony utah twenty miles north of winder then it
was generally delivered to winder by anyone headed in that direction

in addition to the cold winters people initially did not stay

year round in winder because there were no schools established for

their children but in 1911 the first schoolhouse was built it was

25 feet by 40 feet it also served as a place for church meetings and

town meetings and socialssociasociats it was also in 1911 when the first church

was established in winder on 30 august the winder branch of the

church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday was organized

in 1914 another survey was completed the new land was adjacent

to the original winder town survey and was made official on 13 april as

plat B of winder town the blocks contained 4.20420 acres and the

streets were 5 rods wide winder was now twice as large in area and

the town population also grew

by the end of the following year 1915 winder had running water

provided to the residences and businesses of the community water was

piped through iron pipes into the town from a spring in sweetwater

canyon the panguitch progress stated that the water was the

purest of all time 15 may 1915
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in 1917 the postal service asked winder to change its name

because there already was a winder utah near salt lake city thus on

2 april winder was changed to widtsoeWidt insoe honor of john A widtsoeWidt ansoe

apostle of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday and a dry

farming specialist who had advised the people of johns valley

by the end of the decade widtsoeWidt oncesoe known as adairsville and

winder had grown from a small cluster of farmers to an active

community of nearly 500 citizen widtsoe was the center of johns

valley as people no longer needed to travel outside the valley for

supplies school church or mail widtsoe now boasted a new enlarged

schoolhouse also used for church and town functions a store a two

story hotel a confectionery a blacksmith shop an icehouse a small

flour mill and a post office additionally in 1919 the national

forest service established a district office of the powell national

forest in widtsoeWidt thussoe widtsoe had become a busy community and

central place for johns valley

the development of henderson the development of henderson four

miles north of widtsoeWidt tooksoe place at a different pace on 21 march

1908 the first post office in johns valley was established at this

settlement this little town near ranch creek was first known as

mahonri in honor of mahonri moriancumerMorian steelecumer jr the postal

inspector at the time the post office only lasted nineteen months

until 15 september 1909

despite the unsuccessful attempt at supporting a post office the

town continued to go forward in 1911 a school and a church were

organized with classes and meetings being held in homes until a
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facility was completed in 1912 by the time the new schoolchurchschool

facility

church

was completed the town had changed its name to hendersonHen indersoon

honor of william jasper henderson jr the president of the panguitch

stake to which residents of the town belonged

in 1916 william jasper henderson jr donated eighty acres of

his land for the development of a town he not only donated the land

but paid for the survey to have the town properly laid out in blocks

and lots on 13 april 1916 hendersonsHender surveysongssonis was approved by the

county commissioners of garfield county as plat A of henderson town

survey mr henderson also donated the pipe for water to be brought

into the town from a spring in horse creek canyon

the town of henderson did not grow and prosper as widtsoe did but

it remained a small active community by the end of the decade a

second attempt was made in establishing a post office but it only

lasted eight months the church members now went to widtsoe for

meetings and functions but school continued to be held in henderson

and the town also supported a store

economic activity in johns valley agriculture was obviously the

main source of economic activity in johns valley by 1914 nearly

8000 acres of land had been cleared and plowed for cultivation

panguitchpanquitchPan progressgultchquitch 8 may 1914 much of the cultivated land was used

in dry farming fields of alfalfa hay and grains such as wheat

oats rye and barley were grown additionally some irrigation took

place as parts of east fork were dammed and several streams that

flowed from the mountains were also dammed this irrigation water was

used mostly for gardens to grow vegetables fruit and berries common

21
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vegetables included potatoes corn peas carrots lettuce and

numerous other garden vegetables the panguitch progress stated that

a rutaurutaaruta baeger was harvested that weighed fourteen pounds and measured

24 inches around while a turnip measured 29 inches around 15 may

1914 fruit trees included pears plums apples and cherries

cattle and sheep were grazed in the nearby mountains during the

summer and returned to johns valley during the winter various other

farm animals were raised in the valley such as pigs chickens horses

turkeys goats and milk cows

though agriculture was the main economic activity in johns valley

other industry existed in addition to those businesses in the towns

several sawmills dotted the valley particularly near mountain canyons

timber harvest included yellow pine ponderosa pine douglas fir and

juniper trees the sawmills were located near the canyons to obtain

needed water power for sawmills and to be near the timber supply

also a shingle mill freighting service and other small industries

existed

in spite of earlier reports claiming there was abundant waterwetterweiterwaiter in

johns valley water was scarce the town of widtsoe obtained water for

culinary purposes from a spring in sweetwater canyon the town also

had its own irrigation company khethe winder irrigation company which

provided water for the farms and gardens in and near town henderson

also had culinary water from a spring in horse creek canyon

irrigation water for the town though was brought by a canal A dam

was built across east fork near flake bottom and water was diverted

into the canal and then to henderson other irrigation water that was

22
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available had been claimed by the earliest settlers to the valley

to obtain water out in the valley farmers and ranchers often had

to dig wells collect rain water or fillilllillii barrels of water from nearby

mountain streams the depth of the wells varied at different locations

throughout the valley but those mentioned in records and histories

include well depths of 45 to 90 feet those farmers not having wells

filled barrels with water from mountain streams during the spring

the streams often flowed nearby as water from melted snow readily

flowed down into the valley in the summer though the streams were

often dry therefore the farmers had to haul water in wagons from

farther upstream in the mountain canyons to their homesteads

water was perhaps the most vital commodity to the survival of

johns valley water was used for culinary purposes industrial

purposes such as the sawmills and shingle mills and for garden and

farm crops as well as for livestock it became apparent though that

water was neither readily available to everyone nor enough for

everyones desires many knew of the inadequate water supply but

still had a desired to go to johns valley they felteltfeiteit dry land

farming and stock raising would provide them with a satisfactory

living daughters of the utah pioneers 1949

EARLY difficulties WITH THE environment

toward the end of the 1910s the seasonal peak population of

johns valley had reached nearly 2000 residents 6 widtsoe and

there is no accurate record that indicates the number of people
living in johns valley most books and histories of the area state
that as many as 2200 people lived in the area while a few others put
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henderson had become active communities and were able to supply most of

the needs of the valley in the last few years preceding 1920 though

johns valley was not as productive as it had been in earlier years and

the fever to come to johns valley began to die

there are several reasons suggested for the decline in production

such as men leaving the valley to fight in world war I1 an influenza

epidemic in 1918 that took several lives or the over abundance of

rabbits that ate the new shoots of grain and vegetables these reasons

perhaps helped in creating a lack of manpower and helped cause

discouragement but perhaps most significant was the drought of the

early 20th century

the drought it is difficult to analyze the weather of johns

valley for the latter part of the 1910s because of the inaccurate

nature of the records see appendix for precipitation totals of 1916

through 1919 what is available though indicates that 1916 was near

normal while 1917 and 1918 were below normal writings and histories

indicate that the worst drought in johns valley since its settlement

occurred during the summer of 1919 weather records for 1919 were

incomplete for some of the year making it difficult to analyze but

other writings and histories help to give an indication of the

conditions according to J cecil alter state meteorologist for the

weather bureau conditions were not good anywhere in the state in the

general summary for 1919 he wrote

the figure more closer to 1000 it should be noted that this estimate
was for the peak time of year i e during the summer when the valley
had the most residents see footnote 6 the U S census of 1920
states that widtsoe had a population of only 446 there is no census
for henderson
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by the end of may the high temperatures and lack of
important rainfall had already caused considerable
deterioration in dry land crops then followed the hot
weather and very light rainfall of june and july the
result was a quite unfavorable season agriculturally
pastures ranges and dry land crops suffered
severely considerable areas of dry land spring grains were
abandoned or cut for hay climatological data utah 1919

remembering the drought in johns valley fredricka clinch stated
we had one of the most terrible summers no rain and a total

failure of crops the crops burned in the field ford 1971

thus with the drought and crop failure people became discouraged and

several families left johns valley 7 for further discussion on the

environment see the following chapter

EFFORTS TO MAKE JOHNS VALLEY productive

despite the drought and other hardships many people were

determined to make johns valley a success one such individual was

quince K kimball in 1922 kimball went to california to persuade

william F holt to come to johns valley and help develop the area mr

holt had successfully developed an area in imperial valley california

known as holtvilleHolt itville was hoped that he could also successfully

develop johns valley into a productive agricultural area

in 1923 mr holt first came to johns valley he first purchased

the hotel in widtsoe and then began making plans to develop the area

there is no yearly census to show this but yearly membership
records of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday helps to
indicate this decline the records show that in the 1918 widtsoe ward
had a peak membership of 395 in 1920 membership had dropped 16.5165
and by 1921 an additional 4.545 had left thus within three years
over onefifthone offifth membership had left
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his plans included buying approximately 4000 acres of land in the

valley and putting it under irrigation the land would then be

subdivided into large tracts and sold water would be obtained from

tropic reservoir and pine lake he also planned to build a power

plant creamery and flour mill in black canyon

by 1925 mr holt was well underway with his plans he purchased

4000 acres of land and had ten houses built on part of this property

conditions for the purchase of the houses and the surrounding property

were established8established and soon sold irrigation water was brought into the

area by expanding pine lake and obtaining water rights from the tropic

reservoir an earthen dam was built at pine lake increasing the

capacity to over 1800 acre feet the johns valley irrigation company

was created and the new company was able to take over all rights

titles and interests of the tropic reservoir from the tropic and east

fork irrigation company garfield county news 19 january 1923.1923

A creamery and a flour mill were built in black canyon as well as

a summer home for mr holt and a home for his electrician this area

became known as osiris 9 power for the creamery and mill was provided

by building a hydroelectrichydro plantelectric on the sevier east fork river

which furnishes about fifty horsepower salt lake tribuneTritrl 6blane

buyers would undertake annual payment of seven percent of the
price of their land and equipment spread over a period of 35 years
holt projected that during this 35 year period that the buyer would
produce sufficiently enough to cover the principal plus six percent
garfield county news 13 november 1925

t is not known exactly why the name of osiris was chosen for
this area but osiris is the name of the egyptian god of the
underworld or the deaddeade with his death and resurrection osiris was
an important god in agrarian egypt
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november 1925 it was also hoped that the hydroelectrichydro plantelectric

could be expanded to produce 1500 horsepower ibid after finishing

all these projects mr holt had invested over 300000

prior to the development of the creamery and flour mill farmers

sold their wheat and cream in marysvaleMarys 60vale miles northwest of johns

valley which was the nearest railroad terminal then it was shipped

by rail to salt lake city for processing the processed goods were

returned to marysvaleMarys andvale the farmers of johns valley would then

purchase the processed grain and cream from marysvaleMarys thusvale the

farmers ended up paying not only for the processing of their products

but the cost of freighting it to and from marysvaleMarys andvale salt lake city

with the creamery and mill at osiris these costs were eliminated

THE resettlement

despite the hopes and efforts of many people johns valley was not

able to be productive enough to support the populous of the area

after nearly three decades of hard work people began to leave johns

valley at the beginning of 1935 the remaining people held a town

meeting and voted to accept an offer by the federal government under

the direction of the resettlement administration to sell their land

the resettlement administration would purchase their land and help the

people of johns valley resettle somewhere else

the resettlement administration on 30 april 1935 president

franklin D roosevelt established the resettlement administration under

the emergency relief appropriation act of 1935 the resettlement

administration established several programs one of which affected
27
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johns valleyvailey the rural resettlement program W E packard director

of the rural resettlement program stated its purpose

the primary object of resettlement activity is to give
people an opportunity to move from poor land to good land and
to establish themselves on farms where there is sufficient
acreage to yield a satisfactory gross income resettlement
administration 1935

it was also the desire of the administration to provide adequate

facilities for those being resettled such as a good home and necessary

barns also it was hoped to provide modern conveniences such as

inside toilets baths sinks and stationary wash stands ibid

to accomplish this resettlement the administration would purchase

land houses and out buildings from the farmer or rancher the money

from the purchase would first be used to pay off debts and taxes then

the remaining money would go toward the purchase of the new property

if it was necessary low interest loans could be obtained from the

administration to help in purchasing new farm land and buildings

the resettlements affects on johns valleyvailey within two years most

of the residents and land owners of johns valley had sold out to the

resettlement administration there were 178 farms that were purchased

by the administration 44 of those farms were owned by permanent

residents of johns valley many were helped to resettle in nearby

areas such as circlevilleclevilleCir junction kingston richfield and monroe

most were able to purchase new farms without additional financial help

of the administration the total cost to the federal government of

purchasing the land and helping resettle residents of johns valley is

estimated at 87894 resettlement administration 1937 the total

area purchased was 26143 acres forrester 1937
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after the residents of johns valley were resettled the area was

maintained under the taylor grazing act there were several projects

undertaken to rehabilitate the area such projects included the filling

in of wells and cellars tearing down buildings and salvaging material

building fences to control grazing providing watering areas for

livestock rejuvenating timber supplies and upgrading bridges and

roads for trucks hauling livestock

SUMMARY

johns valley was used for summer grazing of livestock during the

late 1800s jedediah adair first came into the valley in 1902 he

also grazed livestock but successfully planted and cultivated grain

it was not long until people began to see that johns valley had

agriculture potential and they too came into the valley two small

communities were soon established widtsoe and henderson and both

provided supplies schools churches businesses and other functions

there was a lot of hope that the area would be highly productive A

report from johns valley stated

geographical or other conditions may prevent our aspiring
to the dignity of a great metropolitan city but it is easily
with in the bounds of possibility for us to double triple
and quadruple our present size wealth and importance
panguitch progress 18 june 1915

many of the residents of johns valley were dry farmers thus

relying on adequate precipitation for crop production precipitation

was not always reliable and some people left the area efforts

though were made to make the area productive william holt invested

over 300000 in developing the area as he brought irrigation water
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into the valley and began various industries other efforts were made

to make the area a success but to no avail and again people left1ef

in 1935 the remaining citizens of johns valley met at a town

meeting and voted to abandon the town with the vote the resettlement

administration a branch of the federal government was asked to assist

the people in resettling by purchasing land homes and buildings in

johns valley and helping residents relocate to more productive lands
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environmental FACTORS CAUSING THE DEMISE OF JOHNS VALLEY

there are several factors mentioned in other writings and personal

histories of johns valley as to why people eventually left the valley

such factors include unreliable precipitation too short of a growing

season an inadequate supply of surface water and insufficient forage

for livestock the main factors for the demise of johns valley

though were insufficient precipitation for dry farming unreliable

precipitation from year to year the erratic timing of precipitation

within the year and the high mountain valley location which created a

short growing season there were perhaps other environmentalnonenvironmentalnon

factors that could have helped influence the abandonment of johns

valley but this paper focuses only on the environmental factors

insufficient precipitation

precipitation totals in johns valley were insufficient to

successfully produce crops from dry farming widtsoe had an annual

average precipitation of 10.531053 inches see table 1 john A widtsoe

stated that dry land farming in utah should not be done in an area that

received less than twelve inches of precipitation widtsoeWidt 1919soe A

report in 1916 entitled dry farming in utah stated A dryfarmdry

should

farm

not be located in a region having less than about twelve inches
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of rainfall in a year ellison 1916 the report further stated about

dryday farming experience has demonstrated that success is much

more certain with a precipitation above fourteen inches ibidbid 1916

hence dry farming could be accomplishedaccomplisheaccomplished with ten inches of

precipitation but at the time it wasway felt that at least twelve inches

of precipitation was required to dry farm in utah

during the twentytwotwenty yearstwo that weather records were kept at

johns valley thirteen of those years had annual precipitation

exceeding ten inches see figure 1 there were only six years

though that had annual precipitation being over twelve inches and

just three years were annual precipitation exceeded fourteen inches

dry farm experts today state that forfox optimum yields of grain

an annual rainfall of about 10 to 39 inches is required stoskopf

1985 it also must be remembered that to be successful at dry farming

where only ten inches of precipitation falls annually proper

techniques need to be used it is difficult to know if farmers in

johns valley used proper techniques but the state experimental farm

most likely did and they were not successful consequently even by

todays standards it would be difficult to dry farm in johns valley

unreliable precipitation

not only was the precipitation of johns valley insufficient but

it was unreliable johns valley was located in a semiaridsemi climatearid

and as with all dry climates each year is quite variable that is

some years have adequate precipitation while other years have droughtdraught

or near drought conditions precipitation in johns valley was also
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1Ifigure
annual precipitation of johnsjonns valleyvailey 1 9 1 4 1 1935935

compared with 10 12 and 14 inches

g
cs

figure 2
annual precipitation of johns valleyvailey 1914 1935
16

1914 1919

line represents annual average of 10.5310531053
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quite variable see figure 2 some residents felt there was a ten

year cycle in the valley this cycle produced sufficient precipitation

for ten years followed by ten years of inadequate precipitation then

again ten years of adequate precipitation climatological data of the

area gives no indication of such a cycle

examplesexample of unreliable precipitation the years 1914 and 1915

were considered the peak years of immigration to johns valley during

this time the precipitation seemed adequate for crop production it
was stated that it looked as though all that was needed to be done was

scratch the soil and plant nature did the rest ford 1971

in 1914 monthly precipitation totals were recorded for the first
seven months january through july see table 2 the monthly totals

indicate that a sufficient amount of precipitation fell to support dry

farming the average precipitation for these first seven months was

5.64564564 inches the records indicated that the first seven months of 1914

had 9.36936 inches of precipitation 166 of normal also the

precipitation totals of april and may critical months in crop

development were 209 of normal the following month june usually

the driest month had 1.81181 inches of precipitation 464 of normal

july was also above normal with 2.26226226 inches 137 of normal thus

april through july all critical months for crop development and

growth had precipitation well above normal alfred H thiessen the

weather bureau section director for utah wrote in the general summary

of 1914 both temperature and precipitation averaged above normal

from an agricultural point of view the year was a very successful

one the weather conditions were such that all crops fared well
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climatological data utah 1914 the year 1914 was a good year for

crop production in johns valley

TABLE 2 available monthly precipitation totals for 1914 and 1915
with monthly precipitation averages for widtsoeWidt 1914soe 1935

YRMN JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC YEAR

AVG 0700.70 0870.87 0670.67 0750.75 0610.61ogi 0390.39030.3 1.65165165 1511.51151.5 1191.19 0880.88080.8088 0620.62060.6 0690.69ogg 10.531053
1914 0.95095 1.02102 0.48048 1.15115 1.69169 1.81181 2.26226
1915

0 0 0 0 9 1 1.111ilg 9 98 2 0.606

ffirst main emigration

from johns valley

As discussed in the previous chapter see section on the drought

it is difficult to examine the precipitation amounts of the latter part

35
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0.01001oolooi 0.36036 0.53053

in 1915 it is difficult to establish if there was adequate

precipitation because the first three months were not recorded and the

remaining nine months indicate that only 6.87687 inches of precipitation

were received 83 of normal A closer examination at 1915s monthly

precipitation records can indicate sufficient moisture for a good

harvest april and may the first two months that records are

available and important months for planting and germination of seeds

had precipitation totals 257 above normal see table 2 though june

and july were only 75 of normal there was already adequate moisture

in the soil for crops to mature thus during the rapid immigration to

johns valley in 1914 and 1915 the precipitation was adequate to

produce a healthy crop by the end of the decade though precipitation

was unreliable and drought conditions caused the

1.98198198 1.52152 0.24024024 1.28128128 0.28028 0.67067

070.70
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of the 1910s writings and histories of the time though indicate

that 1919 was a drought year vird barney wrote at johns valley we

battled the elements and endured all the rigors of pioneer life in

the fall of 1919 the droughttrought began slowly people began to leave

ford 1971

in looking at the precipitation record of 1919 some indication

can be given of vird barneys statement in the fall of 1919 the

drought began with no record of april and may it is hard to know if
precipitation was adequate state meteorologist J cecil alter
indicated that by the end of may the high temperatures and lack of

important rainfall had already caused considerable deterioration in dry

land crops climatological data utah 1919 june records for

widtsoe indicate that no precipitation fell but july had 3.41341 inches

207 of normal the rain of july though was not sufficient enough to

help the already deteriorating crops and with precipitation in august

being only 0.06006 inches 4 of normal nearly all the crops were lost

another example of the unreliable nature of precipitation is found

in the years 1924 and 1925 coming into the year 1924 there was a lot

of hope it was this year that the projects of mr holt were beginning

to take shape but 1924 was a year of a drought the garfield county

news stated that the drought was the worst in 31 years 27 june

1924 precipitation in 1924 was only 81 of normal and april through

august was 73 of normal see table 3 the valley also experienced

dry conditions from 26 april to 6 july as only 0.44044 inches of

precipitation fell with 33 days of no precipitation from 29 may to 1

july
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1925 though was a prosperous year as precipitation was well

above normal again the record is not complete but it is adequate

enough to examine see table 3 only the first nine months were

recorded but the record indicates that precipitation was 117 of

normal during this time with april through august being 158 of

normal june general the driest month of the year was nearly 300 of

normal reed beebe stated that 1925 was a year of the greatest crop

production in the history of the valley more grain was produced than

in all the rest of the county ford 1971

TABLE 3 available monthly precipitation totals for 1924 and 1925
with monthly precipitation averages for widtsoeWidt 1914soe 1935

YRMN JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV dimm YEAR
AVG 0.70070 0.87087 0.67067 0.75075075 0.61061ogi 0.39039 1.65165 1.51151 1.19119 0.88088 0.62062 0.69069ogg 10.531053
1924 0.35035035 0.07007 0.72072 1.14114 0.57057 0.00000ooo 1.34134 0.52052 1.32132 0.90090ogo 0.15015 1.46146 8.54854
1925 0.00000000ooo 0.29029 0.44044 1.25125 0.02002 1.15115 1.30130 4.06406 1.24124

thus adequate precipitation during one year could produce a very

successful harvest but the year before precipitation could be less

than adequate and produce drought conditions causing crops to fail
also precipitation could be adequate for two or three years or more

then become inadequate again for two or three years

ERRATIC TIMING OF precipitation AND ITS EFFECT ON DRY FARMING

annual precipitation is important to dry farming but perhaps more

important is when the precipitation occurs for grain seeds to

germinate large amounts of water are needed brengle states that the
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therefcherefore

absorption of water may dry the soil in the vicinity of the seed and

rewettingwettingrevettingre of the soil will be required if the soil is unable to supply

the needed water from the area immediately adjacent to the seed

brengle 1982 thus if there has not been sufficient water stored in

the soil additional water is needed it was also thought that water

was drawn from the water table by capillary movement to help support

this germination and plant growth but it has now been well

established that surface soil water from precipitation is the primary

source of water for growing dry land crops ibid therefore

during and shortly after seed germination precipitation is important

for plants to continue to grow

in johns valley planting took place mostly in may with some

planting as early as the latter part of april thus precipitation in

april and may were most important the next most important month for

rainfall was july with june being the driest month precipitation in

july was needed to restore soil moisture and stimulate plant growth

through the anthesis flowering and into the post anthesis kernel

development stages thus april precipitation brought needed soil

moisture to begin germination may precipitation provided further
germination development of shoots and began anthesis while july

precipitation made up for the june drought and took the grain through

anthesis and into the final stages of development

examples of the erratic timing of precipitation in 1928 johns

valley experienced below normal conditions annual precipitation that

year was 9.66966 inches see table 4 in addition to the fact that

precipitation was below normal the precipitation came during the wrong
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time precipitation for the first three months was 116 of normal but

aprilsapril 0080.08 inches of precipitation brought the percentage down to 89

of normal soil moisture was perhaps down some but may precipitation

was nearly 200 of normal and crops began to grow favorably only a

trace of rain fellellrelireileil in june and the much important july rains were only

45 of normal from 23 may to 16 july 54 days only 0.15015 inch of

precipitation fell on 17 july 0.34034034 inches of rain fell most likely

a result of a typical summer afternoon thunder shower with the heavy

downpour of the thundershower there was perhaps more surface run off

than water infiltrating the soil august and september also had below

normal precipitation amounts 61 and 17 respectively thus the

much needed rains of summer produced only 43 of normal once again

harvest yields of grain were very low and people in johns valley got

discouraged and left this was probably the greatest emigration from

the valley as an estimated 33 of the residents left O0

TABLE 4 monthly precipitation totals for the year 1928 and the
monthly precipitation averages for widtsoeWidt 1914soe 1935

YRMN JANJANIjanh FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC YEAR
AVG 0.70070 0.87087087 0.67067 0750.75 0.61061ogi 0.39039 1.65165 1.51151 1.19119 0.88088 0.62062062 0.69069ogg 10.531053
1928 0.42042 1.11111iiilii 1.08108 0.08008 1.20120120 T 0.74074 0.93093093 0.21021 2.29229 1.03103103 0.57057 9.66966

another good example was in 1921 annual precipitation in 1921

was 12.611261 inches 120 of normal see table 5 though the annual

since no census was taken annually church records from the
church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday were again used
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llinliln

precipitation was adequate for dry farming the precipitation did not

fall during the needed time of year as 45 of the annual precipitation

fell after september precipitation from april through august was 76

of normal more dramatically from 23 may to 15 july no rain fell a

total of 53 days the only precipitation in july was on two separate

days 15 july 0.55055 inches and 30 july 0.35035 inches rain in august

did not come until the 21st thus from 23 may to 21 august only 0.90090ogo

inches of rain fell in 130 days and then only on two occasionsoccasionsooccasion

TABLE 5 monthly precipitation totals for the year 1921 and the
monthly precipitation averages for widtsoeWidt 1914soe 1935

YRMN JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC YEAR
AVG 0.70070 0.87087 0.67067067 075 0.61061ogi 0390.39039 1651.65 1.51151 1.19119 0880.88080.8 0.62062 0.69069069ogg 10.5310531053
1921 1.35135 0.10010010olo 0.54054 0.55055 0.59059 T 0.90090ogo 2.86286 0.09009009 2.15215 0.70070 2.78278278 12.611261

TOO SHORT A GROWING SEASON

records kept at widtsoeWidt insoe johns valley indicated that the

frostfreefrost seasonfree was from 8 june to 11 september a total of 95

days 11 the extreme late frost occurred 3 july 1921 while the

extreme early frost was 30 august 1932 various writings also

indicated that frosts often occurred at least once during each summer

month As an example of how bad the frosts were a report by the

in a report by the powell national forest service now
incorporated into the dixie national forest it stated the frostfreefrost
season

free
was from 6 june to 4 september a total of only 90 days
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national forest service stated one farmer reports that on good soil

with fair water rights he was able to realize only one good crop of

potatoes out of twelve plantings due to frost folster 1927

the report by the forest service also stated that the frost
strikes in parts of the valley some two weeks before it does in town

and hangs on two weeks longer in the spring folster 1937 frost in

the valley as compared to widtsoeWidt probablysoe did occurred later in the

spring and then again earlier in the fall this resulted mainly from

the air drainage at night caused by nocturnal radiative cooling this

occurs on a clear night when mountain sides radiate their heat and

cool thus cooling the air in contact with it eventually morelnoreinore of

this shallow layer of air near the surface becomes cooler and denser

and begins to flow downward the air flows into the lowest point of

the valley and stays until it is heated by the sun during the day

also with johns valley being in a northsouthnorth directionsouth and mountains

bounded on both sides the valley is shaded by the mountains longer in

the morning and earlier in the evening such conditions help

inversions develop earlier in the evening and stay longer throughout

the early morning hours johns valley is also enclosed by mountains on

all sides which adds to the inversion conditions with the valley

surrounded winds cannot readily come into the valley and stir the air

thus air remains stagnant and inversions last longer in the valley

the town site of widtsoe was located at the base of the escalante

mountains and thus higher up the slope from the valley floor the

town most likely exists in a thermal belt an area that is warmer than

the valley below due to the cold air drainage to the valley and
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warmer than the area above due to the decreases of temperature with

elevation therefore the frostfreefrost seasonfree at the widtsoe weather

station was most likely longer than in the valley it is difficult to

evaluate the difference in temperature but climatologists estimate

that the growing season can be one to two weeks longer in a thermal

belt than the valley floor barry 1981

dry farming and the growing season the most common crops grown

in johns valley were rye barley oats wheat and alfalfa each crop

requires a different number of days to fully mature as well as

different temperatures for germination of the grains rye is the most

cold tolerant it begins germination between 33f330f and 38f380f and needs

85 to 90 days to fully ripen for harvest carter 1976 barley and

oats adapt well to cooler climates such as in johns valley barley

will germinate between 350f35f and 400f40f and requires 85 to 90 days to

mature briggs 1978 oats germinate between 33f330f and 38f380f and also

require 85 to 90 days to fully mature webster 1986 wheat is not as

tolerant to the cold but can withstand the summer heat better wheat

requires average temperatures between 38f380f and 45f450f to germinate with

90 to 100 days needed to fully ripen heyne 1987

johns valley had an average frostfreefrost seasonfree of 95 days from 8

june to 11 september it was possiblepos thensibler that in favorable places

and years the various grains could fully mature it was more probable

though that either a late frost or an early frost caused crops to be

damaged to some extend for example of the fourteen years that

complete record were kept of the frostfreefrost seasonfree in johns valley

nine of those years had either a late frost or an early rostfrost see
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table 6 also seven of those fourteen years had a frostfreefrost seasonfree

less than 95 days see table 6

in hertierhierhler personal history golda E mangum wrote usually you

couldnt raise wheat but only barley oats and rye and one crop of

alfalfa ford 1971 wheat was more difficult to grow as it required

slightly warmer temperatures to germinate and a longer growing season

thus wheat an important staple had a difficult time fully maturing

in johns valley without being damaged by frost although rye barley

and oats adapt better than wheat they were less important than wheat

to johns valley and to utah

TABLE 6 the average frostfreefrost seasonfree in comparison to frostfreefrost
seasons

free
where records were available 1920 1925 1927 1934

AVG 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1927
LAST JUN JUN JUL MAY JUN JUN JUN JUN
FROST 8 2 2 27 19 19 12 3

FIRST SEP SEP SEP SEP SEP SEP SEP SEP
FROST 11 11 3 6 17 13 11 25

DAYS 95 101 62 102 90 86 91 114

AVG 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934
LAST JUN JUN JUN JUN JUN JUN JUN JUN
FROST 8 14 2 3 6 8 6 8

FIRST SEP SEP SEP SEP SEP AUG SEP SEP
FROST 11 13 9 25 4 30 16 25

DAYS 95 91 99 114 90 83 102 109

indicates frost later than the average last frost frost earlier than
the average first frost or a frostfreefrost seasonfree shorter than the
average frostfreefrost seasonfree
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alfalfa was also a main crop in johns valley most areas in utah

experienced two or three crop harvests of alfalfa per year but johns

valley only had one harvest per year this indicates that the growing

season was shorter and cooler than most areas and the precipitation

totals were less thus the short growing season often produced lower

qualities andor lower quantities of alfalfa wheat rye barley oats

and other grains and crops

an example in 1921 the frost free season was very short it
lasted only 62 days from 3 july to 6 september the experimental farm

reported that spring wheat and other grains were started too late in

the season and that very poor stands were obtained utah

agricultural experimental station 1921 also claybourne elder stated

that in 1921 that it was difficult to raise enough hay to feed the

cattle in the winter so we left the ranch where we had lived

seventeen years ford 1971

the farmers in johns valley not only had to struggle with

inadequate precipitation but the short growing season also made it
difficult to adequately harvest healthy crops

OTHER POSSIBLE FACTORS

the lack of adequate precipitation and the short growing season

were the main factors in causing the discouragement of homesteaders in

johns valley other factors also contributed in this discouragement

which eventually lead to the demise of johns valley such factors

included the long cold winters insufficient surface water problems

with rodents and a lack of forage for grazing livestock
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long winters the winters in johns valley were often long and

cold an average of 270 days of the year experienced nights with

temperatures dropping below freezing nearly 75 of the year also

the average temperatures of the winter months december january and

february were all below freezing at 250f25 2310f231f00f and 274f2740f

respectively each winter month often had temperatures well below OOF

during the night the cold extended into march as its average

temperature was 329f32 whilewhigof aprilae1e averaged 3990f399f the cold

temperatures came early as well with november averaging 372f3720f

thus from november to april the temperatures averaged below 400f40f and

december through february had average temperatures below freezing

several accounts from the personal histories of the residents of

johns valley wrote of the severe winter the severe winters made

travel difficult and those living out in the valley stated they often

felt marooned during winter months the harsh winters also made winter

grains and even livestock die from exposure james R pope had several

cows die from too much exposure during the cold winters ford 1917

thus the winters were long and harshhars as they were not only difficult

for the people but caused the winter grains and livestock to die

insufficient surface water efforts of mr holt in bringing

irrigation water to johns valley were not entirely successful the

additional water brought into the valley from pine lake 1810 surface

acre feet and tropic reservoir 1600 surface acre feet was not

sufficient enough for the area to be prosperous by 1928 drought

conditions had again occurred reed beebe wrote that in 1928 over
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half the people had moved out the holt enterprise was failing the

drought had returned ford 1971

during dry years there was not enough water in the reservoirs to

make up for the lack of precipitation some writings indicated that up

to six different studies of the area were done and they concluded that

the amount of surface water available had been grossly overestimated

and there was not enough water to support the number of farmers in the

valley 12 also the director of the experimental farm in widtsoe

supports this thought when he wrote

during the first seven years the farm was operated as a dry
farm but the rainfall was so erratic that successful
cropping appeared impossible as a regular practice then it
was believed advisable to supplement dryfarmdry practicesfarm with
water from johnss valley reservoir pine lake crops grown
under irrigation have proved fairly satisfactory in years
when ample water was available the last few years have been
unusually dry however and crops have been extremely
light 13

thus even with irrigation and sufficient precipitation crop yields

were only fair but when less than normal conditions prevailed crop

yields were often very poor

ithis12thisathis information was obtained from a book written by the
daughters of the utah pioneers two other authors also make similar
statements see carr and ford the actual reports have not been
located but it is quite likely that such studies took place as the
federal government did have to determine if the area would qualify for
funding under the resettlement act the book by the daughters of the
utah pioneers stated that the studies indicated that 44 families were
living and farming on land that contained sufficient water for only
seven farm families

ithis13thisathis statement was by P V cardon director of the state
experimental farm it was in a letter written at the end of 1931193
addressed to E G peterson president of the utah agricultural college
in logan the letter was written to ask for authorization for
discontinuance of the farm discontinuance was granted and the farm
closed in 1932
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rodents rodents were also a problem in johns valley

particularly rabbits jackrabbits and cottontails were in abundance in

the valley and often ate the new shoots of grains and vegetables so

bad was the problem that rabbit drives were often organized to destroy

the rabbits fredrika clinch wrote in her history

in the spring the fields turned green with tender blades
of grain and the people were happy to see the green fields
but their joy was shortlivedshort becauselived rabbits came in droves
the people had rabbit drives the rabbits were driven in
pens and clubbed to death it became the survival of the
fittest ford 1971

overgrazing today much of johns valley is dominated by

sagebrush when ranchers first went into johns valley they often

spoke of the tall grass john S baler stated that johns valley

contained wonderful meadows of tall bluegrass

ford 1971 As was the case in the early history of utah

and the west overgrazing took place and destroyed much of the tall
grasses the dominance of the sagebrush today is evidence that such

overgrazing took place

A report by the powell national forest service stated that

ranchers in johns valley grazed their livestock as early as march

this action caused the vegetation to be overgrazed and allowed animals

to destroy new growth folster 1937 it was this uncontrolled grazing

that caused the loss of the tall grasses thus the resettlement

administration had to build thirteen and onehalfone mileshalf of fence to

control grazing in the spring and autumn after the people left johns

valley garfieldoarfieldbarfield county news 28 may 1937
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conclusion

most of the historic agricultural communities in utah struggled to

overcome the environment but they could not and these communities

were abandoned johns valley is a good example of such a historic

community johns valley went through years of growth and development

but could not overcome the environment and the area was abandoned

johns valley was predominantly a dry farming area thus the

farmers had to rely upon the precipitation that fell to provide water

for their crops dry farm experts of that day felt that dry farming in

utah should not have taken place in areas were annual precipitation was

less than twelve inches in the twentytwotwenty yearstwo that weather records

were kept in johns valley only six years had precipitation totals
greater than twelve inches also the average annual precipitation in

johns valley was only 10.531053 thus precipitation was often
insufficient for successful dry farming

in addition to the fact that annual precipitation was often

insufficient to produce good yields of crops the unreliable nature of

the precipitation from year to year aided in the demise of johns

valley the main boom to johns valley was in 1914 and 1915 during

this time precipitation was above normal and crops grew well by the

end of the decade though annual precipitation totals were often below
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normal and crop yields were poor farmers soon learned that each year

precipitation differed as some years precipitation was adequate to

mature crops while other years precipitation totals were not adequate

and drought conditions often occurred

perhaps more unreliable than annual precipitation was the erratic

timing of the precipitation that fell within any given year

precipitation totals for a year could be sufficient to mature a healthy

yield of crops but if little or no precipitation fell during the

germination and early development of crops the harvest would often be

poor for example in 1921 12.611261 inches of precipitation fell 120

of normal but from 23 may to 21 august only 0.90090ogo inches of

precipitation fell in 130 days As a result the crop thatthelt year

harvest was one of the lowest during the existence of dry farming in

johns valley thus even with a sufficient annual precipitation crops

harvests could be poor when precipitation did not fall during critical
stages of crop development

the erratic nature of precipitation in johns valley and the

general lack of it caused farmers to become discouraged and abandon

the area another significant factor that lead to the demise of johns

valley was the short growing season the frostfreefrost seasonfree in johns

valley was from 8 june to 11 september a total of 95 days it was

possible for grain to fully mature in 95 days but more often than not

either a late frost or an early frost damaged the crops to some extend

and the quality and quantity of the harvest was reduced

the harsh winters of johns valley also added to the discouragement

of farmers in the area wintertimewinter temperaturestime often averaged below
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freezing from early december through february such conditions not

only made daytodayday livingto veryday unpleasant but occasionally killed

livestock and made it nearly impossible to grow winter grain

other factors also caused discouragement to the farmers of johns

valley in spite of efforts to bring additional surface water to the

valley there was not enough particularly during dry years rabbits

and other rodents ate new shoots of the grains and vegetables lowering

potential harvests also improper grazing techniques caused forage to

diminish

thus the insufficient and erratic nature of the precipitation in

johns valley coupled with a short growing season harsh winters and

other factors caused the discouragement of the people and they

eventually abandoned johns valley
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APPENDIX

weather records in johns valley were kept at widtsoe town from

1914 to 1935 early records contained precipitation only and were

often incomplete as a month or several months were missing in 1920

the forest service took over the record keeping until 1926 they kept

complete record of both precipitation and temperature in june of

1926 D W woodward who operated the state experimental farm took

over as weather observer until 1935 when johns valley was abandoned

the following is a list of the weather observers at widtsoeWidt

1913

soe

1915

1917

1920

1914

1916

1919

1925

1926 jan may

1926 jul dec

1927 1935

rollo adair

D P kimball

orson adair

U S forest service

C H mangum

D W woodward

D W woodward
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tables 7 and 8 are the collection of the monthly and annual

precipitation and temperature totals that were available from 1914 to

1935 in widtsoeWidt

TABLE

soe

7 weather records for 1914 through 1919
totals were kept

only precipitation

PRECIP 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919

JAN
FEB
MAR

APR
MAY

JUN
JUL
AUG

SEP
OCT
NOV

DEC

0
1

0
1

1

1

2

.9595

.0202

.4848
.1515
.6969
.8181
.2626

for

95
02

48
15

26
olo

235

218

115

0.01001oolooi
0.36036036
0.53053053

1.31131
0.11011oiloli
0.13013
0.04004
0.41041
0.00000000ooo
2.75275275
3.40340340
0.74074074
0.96096096ogg
0.00000000ooo
0.98098098

0.67067
2.60260260
0.42042042
0.20020020
1.26126
0.10010
2.31231
0.13013
0.82082

0.01001oolooi
0.12012
2.35235
0.20020
0.60060ogo
0.20020
1.00100loo
0.95095

0.20020
2.80280
0.95095

0.00000ooo

0.80080080
1.00100loo
2.20220
0.00000ooo

0.00000ooo
3.41341
0.06006

1.98198
1.52152
0.24024
1.28128
0.28028
0.67067

0.72072
2.18218

T

YEAR 10.831083 9.43943
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TABLE 8 weather records for 1920 through 1935 totals include
precipitation temperature and dates for the frost free season

PRECIP 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927

JAN 0.18018 1.35135 0.98098 1.08108 0.35035 0.00000ooo

T

JUN 0.75075 T 0.33033 0.07007 0.00000ooo 1.15115

6

JUN
2

SEP
11

101

24.6246 17.0170 28.1281 18.5185 19.2192
26.9269 23.5235 22.7227 31.2312 28.8288
36.6366 29.0290290 29.4294 26.2262 34.6346
37.4374 33.2332 39.1391391 39.8398 42.0420
47.2472 48.0480480 50.2502502 50.8508 52.9529
58.1581 60.8608 55.6556 60.4604 56.4564
64.3643 65.8658 64.1641641 62.4624 64.2642
60.8608 63.0630 59.4594 62.0620 59.3593 62.7627
55.2552 57.8578 51.0510510 54.2542 52.4524 54.4544
49.4494 45.0450 40.4404 42.1421

3 17 9 21 16

JUL MAY JUN JUN JUN NA
3 27 19 19 12

SEP SEP SEP SEP SEP SEP
3 6 17 13 11 18

62 132 90 86 91

28.2282
28.0280
32.4324
41.6416
49.3493
58.5585
65.2652652
61.2612
54.1541
45.8458
37.9379
22.1221

43.7437

86
10

JUN
3

SEP
25

114

53

018 135 035
007 029

135
114 125

089

029

817

268
288
295
354
500
578
654
618
530
418
338
247

424

246 170 185 192
269 235 227 312 288
366 294 262 346
374 332 398 420
472 508 529

556 604 564
658 624

608 630 594 620 593 627
578 524 544

494 450 404 484
374 315 338 334
299 243

440 418 415

282
280
324
416
493
585

612

458
379
221

437

0.90090090ogo 0.38038 0.89089 1.34134 1.30130

0.61061ogi
FEB 1.04104104 0.10010olo 0.60060ogo 0.13013 0.07007 0.29029 1.06106log
MAR 0.85085 0.54054 0.46046 0.37037 0.72072072 0.44044

0.55055055 1.28128 2.02202 1.14114 1.25125
0.59059059 0.35035 0.30030 0.57057057 0.02002

2.86286286 1.88188 2.60260 0.52052052 4.06406406 1.32132 2.68268
SEP 1.37137137 0.09009009 0.98098 1.31131 1.32132132 1.24124 0.84084 3.95395
OCT 1.34134 215 0.13013 0.71071 0.90090ogo

0.70070070 0.59059 0.29029 0.15015 0.60060ogo
DEC 0.46046 2.78278278 0.21021 0.79079 1.46146146 0.65065 1.00100loo
YEAR 10.151015 12.611261 8.17817 10.651065 8.54854 15.411541

temperature

JAN
FEB
MAR

APR
MAY

JUN
JUL
AUG

SEP
OCT

NOV

DEC

26.8268
28.8288
29.5295
35.4354
50.0500
57.8578
65.4654
61.8618
53.0530
41.8418
33.8338
24.7247

YEAR

HIGH
LOW

LAST
FROST

FIRST
FROST

DAYS

42.4424

90

37.7377377
29.9299 27.3273 24.3243 21.0210 24.0240240

44.0440 41.8418 41.5415 41.0410

87 92 89 86 93

1.35135
APR 0.05005 0.71071
MAY 0.35035

1.10110
JUL 1.15115 1.40140
AUG 1.42142

0.33033 0.95095
NOV 1.19119 0.50050

48.4484
37.4374 31.5315 33.8338 33.4334
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TABLE 8 CONTINUED

PRECIP 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935

JAN
FEB
MAR

APR
MAY

JUN
JUL
AUG

SEP
OCT

NOV

DEC

YEAR

temperature

JAN
FEB
MAR

APR
MAY

JUN
JUL
AUG

SEP
OCT
NOV

DEC

YEAR

HIGH
LOW

LAST
FROST

FIRST
FROST

DAYS

0.42042
1.11111iliiii
1.08108108
0.08008
1.20120120

T

0.74074
0.93093
0.21021
2.29229
1.03103103
0.57057

9.66966

27.9279
27.4274
36.2362
39.8398
51.4514
57.8578
64.6646
62.4624
57.0570
46.8468
33.7337
23.6236

44044.0440

87
8

JUN
14

SEP
13

91

1.59159
0.84084084
0.65065065
1.11111lillii
1.16116
0.08008008
3.71371
2.01201
3.21321
0.48048048
0.11011olloli
0.06006006

15.011501
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the development and failure of

historic agricultural communities of utah

A case study of johns valley utah
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department of geography

MS degree august 1989

ABSTRACT

there were over eighty historic agricultural communities in
utah that could not overcome the environment johns valley utah
is an example of such an agricultural community people came to
johns valley to dry farm they came during years when there was
adequate precipitation to farm but they soon foundoundaund out that
precipitation was not always reliable

on the average annual precipitation was not sufficient to
support dry farm in johns valley even when annual precipitation
was adequate to dry farm other factors created difficulties
such factors included dry spells during the early stages of crop
development frosts either too late or too early in the growing
season insufficient surface water overgrazing and rodents
eating crops in spite of strong efforts to overcome these
environmental difficulties johns valley was abandoned
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